
MODEL PAPER…..7
1. While I ………( write)the letter I ………(hear) a knock at the door.

1) Wrote, hear     2) write, heard 3) was writing, heard 4) was writing, was hearing
2. If I were a bird, I ………… ( fly ) in the sky.

1) Will fly 2)shall fly 3)would fly 4) can fly
3. What kind of friend are you ?

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.
4. Choose the sentences with correct articles

1) Mount Everest is a highest peak in world.
2) A  Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.
3)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in world.
4)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.

5. He said to the magistrate “ pardon me “
1) He begged the magistrate,” pardon me “
2) He asked the magistrate to pardon his
3) He requested the magistrate to pardon me
4) He begged the magistrate pardon him.

6. The teachers advised raman to work hard
1) The teacher said “ you should work hard Raman “
2) The teacher said “  work hard, Raman “
3) The teacher said “  to work hard, Raman “
4) The teacher said, “  work to, hard Raman “

7. All desire wealth and some acquire it.
1) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some of all.
2) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some.
3) Wealth is acquired by all and desired by some.
4) Wealth was desired by all and acquired by some.

8. Who drew the picture? ( change in P.V)
1) By whom was the picture drawn? 3) Whom was the picture drawn?
2) By whom is the picture drawn? 4) By whom were the picture drawn?

9. ‘ Subscription’ terminates with…………..
1) A full- stop 2) a semi – colon 3)  a colon 4) a comma

10. A letter is a………………………..
1) Oral communication 3) verbal communication
2) Non –verbal communication 4) written communication
11. Three soldiers fainted in the heat but were quickly……..by doctor.

1) Brought up 2) Brought round 3) Brought over 4) brought out
12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘scintillate’

1) s 2) c 3) t 4)  l
13. Identify the number of syllables in the ‘  curiosity ’

1) 3 2) 4 3) 5 4) 6
14. Radha Is senior ………..Rajitha 
1) than 2) to 3) for 4) with
15. They had an argument …………the break.

1) in 2)  at 3) since 4)  over
16. Helen at tenyears old, already was reading Braille.

1) Noun 2) pronoun 3) conjunction 4) preposition
17. Okay is the earliest sound that has ever emanated from the human vocal chords.

1) pronoun, adjective 3)  preposition, conjuction
2) Conjunction, adjective 4) conjuction, adverb

18. Identify the correctly  spelt word
1) wepon 2) warior 3) sacer    4)rogue

19. Keats is greater than another English poet ( change in to superlative)
1) Keats is of the greatest English poets.
2) Keats is not the greatest English poet.
3) Keats is the greatest English poet
4) No other English poet is so great as Keats.

20. /d3 3 : m / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.
1) gem 2) germ 3) gum 4) charm

21. / p l e 3 /
1) please 2) pleasant 3)pleasure 4 ) press

22. “How about going for a walk” this is a……………
1) asking a question 3) making a suggestion
2) Rejecting an invitation 4) asking for opinion

23. In the word ‘ electricity’ stress falls on ……………….syllable
1) First 2) second 3) third    4) fourth
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24. Your brother is going for an interview. ( what would you say)

1) congratulation 2) well done 3)have a nice day 4) best of luck
25. Doctors …….a limb when the infection seems to spread to the other parts of the body

1) Cut 2) amputate 3) destroy 4) repair
26. Getting a job in D. S. C is Herculian task ( the under lined word mean)

1) needing no effort 2) very easy 3) not possible 4) needing a lot of effort
27. crux (synonym)

1) square 2) cross 3) inertia 4) gist 
28. Please read my work,………………

1) don’t you? 2) won’t you? 3) will you ? 4)  can you ? 
29. You don’t think I came in here on purpose,

1) Don’t you? 2) isn’t it 3)do you? 4) can you?
30. choose the word opposite in meaning to the underlined word to fill in the blank.

The mayor won miser but his son was a …………….
1) Wreek 2) generous man 3) spend thrift 4) liberal man.

31. The manager was pleased with Krishna. He gave him prize. (Change into simple sentence)
1) Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.
2) Pleasing Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.
3) Being Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.
4) Having Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

32. Which sentences is a simple sentence?
1) A man with a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.
2) A man who has a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.
3) The lot of the poor cannot be understood by the a man who has bank balance.
4) A man can’t under the problem of the poor because he has bank balance.

33. FIND OUT THE CORRECT SPELT WORD TO THE GIVEN TRANSCRIPTION

/ k nse n/
1) constrain 2) concern 3) consign 4) concession

PASSAGE

For my own part, I have ever gained the nonprofit, and most pleasure also, from the books which have 
made have made me think the most and, when the difficulties have once been over come, these are the books 
which have struck the deepest root, not only in my memory and under standing but likewise in my affections. For 
this point too should be taken in to ac count. We all want to think slightly of that which I cost us a slight effort to 
win. When a maiden is too forward, her admirer deems it time to draw back.

34.The author compares a book to
1)A plant                   2) a flower 3) a maiden                                  4)anadmirer

35.The author derives profit and pleasure from book that are
1)difficult                   2) easy 3)thought provoking.. 4) having deep roots

36.Profit and pleasure come only after
1) the books have struck deep roots 3) the books have made him think.

2)  the initial difficulty has been overcome 4) the books are got for a small price.
37.The point to be taken in to account is that 

1)anything for which we don’t pay a price is taken lightly.
2)We won’t make effort for what we get
3)Slight effort makes us fell tired
4)we think highly of what we win.

38.A maiden like a good book, should
1)Be easy to approach 3) not easily yield to the admirers.
2)Respond to the admirers 4) be forward before her admirers, draw back

39.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.
1)I don’t relish coffee, I prefer tea. 3) I don’t relish coffee- I prefer tea.
2)I don t relish coffee, I prefer tea 4) I don’t relish coffee; I prefer tea.

40.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.
1.Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B.B.S 3)  Dr. Raja Shekhar MBBS
2)Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B;B.S 4) Dr Raja Shekhar M.B.B.S
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KEY

              1) 3 2)   3 3)   1 4) 4 5)   4 6) 2

7) 2 8) 1 9) 4 10) 4  11) 2 12) 2

13) 3 14) 2 15) 4 16) 4 17) 2 18) 4

19) 3 20) 2 21) 3 22) 3 23) 4 24) 1

25) 2 26) 4 27) 4 28) 3 29) 3 30) 3

31) 3 32) 1 33) 4 34) 3 35) 3 36) 3

37) 1 38) 3 39) 4                 40) 2
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1. While I ………( write)the letter I ………(hear) a knock at the door.


1) Wrote, hear     2) write, heard
3) was writing, heard
4) was writing, was hearing



2. If I were a bird, I ………… ( fly ) in the sky.

1) Will fly
2)shall fly

3)would fly

4) can fly


3. What kind of friend are you ?

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) No article.


4. Choose the sentences with correct articles

1) Mount Everest is a highest peak in world.


2) A  Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.


3)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in world.


4)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.


5. He said to the magistrate “ pardon me “

1) He begged the magistrate,” pardon me “


2) He asked the magistrate to pardon his


3) He requested the magistrate to pardon me


4) He begged the magistrate pardon him.


6. The teachers advised raman to work hard

1) The teacher said “ you should work hard Raman “


2) The teacher said “  work hard, Raman “


3) The teacher said “  to work hard, Raman “


4) The teacher said, “  work to, hard Raman “


7. All desire wealth and some acquire it.

1) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some of all.


2) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some.


3) Wealth is acquired by all and desired by some.


4) Wealth was desired by all and acquired by some.


8. Who drew the picture? ( change in P.V)

1) By whom was the picture drawn?
3) Whom was the picture drawn?


2) By whom is the picture drawn?

4) By whom were the picture drawn?


9. ‘ Subscription’ terminates with…………..

1) A full- stop

2) a semi – colon
3)  a colon
4) a comma


10. A letter is a………………………..


1) Oral communication


3) verbal communication

2) Non –verbal communication

4) written communication

11. Three soldiers fainted in the heat but were quickly……..by doctor.

1) Brought up
2) Brought round
3) Brought over 
4) brought out


12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘scintillate’

1) s

2) c
3) t


4)  l


13. Identify the number of syllables in the ‘  curiosity ’

1) 3

2) 4

3) 5

4) 6


14. Radha Is senior ………..Rajitha 

1) than

2) to

3) for

4) with


15. They had an argument …………the break.

1) in

2)  at

3) since

4)  over


16. Helen at tenyears old, already was reading Braille.

1) Noun
2) pronoun

3) conjunction

4) preposition


17. Okay is the earliest sound that has ever emanated from the human vocal chords.


1) pronoun, adjective

3)  preposition, conjuction

2) Conjunction, adjective

4) conjuction, adverb

18. Identify the correctly  spelt word


1) wepon

2) warior
3) sacer
   4)rogue

19. Keats is greater than another English poet ( change in to superlative)


1) Keats is of the greatest English poets.


2) Keats is not the greatest English poet.


3) Keats is the greatest English poet


4) No other English poet is so great as Keats.


20. /d3 3 : m / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) gem 

2) germ
3) gum

4) charm


21. / p l e 3 /

1) please

2) pleasant
3)pleasure
4 ) press


22. “How about going for a walk” this is a……………


1) asking a question


3) making a suggestion


2) Rejecting an invitation

4) asking for opinion


23. In the word ‘ electricity’ stress falls on ……………….syllable


1) First 
2) second
3) third
   4) fourth


24. Your brother is going for an interview. ( what would you say)


1) congratulation
2) well done
3)have a nice day
4) best of luck


25. Doctors …….a limb when the infection seems to spread to the other parts of the body


1) Cut

2) amputate

3) destroy
4) repair

26. Getting a job in D. S. C is Herculian task ( the under lined word mean)

1) needing no effort

2) very easy
3) not possible
 4) needing a lot of effort


27. crux (synonym)

1) square
2) cross
3) inertia

4) gist 


28. Please read my work,………………


1) don’t you?

2) won’t you?

3) will you ?

4)  can you ? 


29. You don’t think I came in here on purpose,


1) Don’t you?

2) isn’t it

3)do you?
4) can you?


30. choose the word opposite in meaning to the underlined word to fill in the blank.

The mayor won miser but his son was a …………….

1) Wreek

2) generous man
3) spend thrift

4) liberal man.


31. The manager was pleased with Krishna. He gave him prize. (Change into simple sentence)

1) Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.


2) Pleasing Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.


3) Being Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.


4) Having Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.


32. Which sentences is a simple sentence?


1) A man with a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.


2) A man who has a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.


3) The lot of the poor cannot be understood by the a man who has bank balance.


4) A man can’t under the problem of the poor because he has bank balance.


33. FIND OUT THE CORRECT SPELT WORD TO THE GIVEN TRANSCRIPTION

/ k nsen/

1) constrain

2) concern

3) consign

4) concession



PASSAGE



For my own part, I have ever gained the nonprofit, and most pleasure also, from the books which have made have made me think the most and, when the difficulties have once been over come, these are the books which have struck the deepest root, not only in my memory and under standing but likewise in my affections. For this point too should be taken in to ac count. We all want to think slightly of that which I cost us a slight effort to win. When a maiden is too forward, her admirer deems it time to draw back.


34.The author compares a book to

1)A plant                    2) a flower

3) a maiden                                  4)anadmirer


35.The author derives profit and pleasure from book that are

1)difficult                   2) easy


3)thought provoking..
4) having deep roots


36.Profit and pleasure come only after

1) the books have struck deep roots

3) the books have made him think.


2)  the initial difficulty has been overcome
4) the books are got for a small price.



 37.The point to be taken in to account is that 

1)anything for which we don’t pay a price is taken lightly.

2)We won’t make effort for what we get


3)Slight effort makes us fell tired


4)we think highly of what we win.

38.A maiden like a good book, should


1)Be easy to approach
3) not easily yield to the admirers.


2)Respond to the admirers
4) be forward before her admirers, draw back


39.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.


1)I don’t relish coffee, I prefer tea.
3) I don’t relish coffee- I prefer tea.


2)I don t relish coffee, I prefer tea
4) I don’t relish coffee; I prefer tea.


40.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.


1.Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B.B.S

3)  Dr. Raja Shekhar MBBS


2)Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B;B.S

4) Dr Raja Shekhar M.B.B.S


KEY


              1) 3

2)   3

3)   1

 4) 4

5)   4

 6) 2




7) 2

8) 1

9) 4

10) 4  

11) 2

12) 2




13) 3

14) 2

15) 4

16) 4

17) 2

18) 4




19) 3

20) 2

21) 3

22) 3

23) 4

24) 1




25) 2

26) 4

27) 4

28) 3

29) 3

30) 3




31) 3

32) 1

33) 4

34) 3

35) 3

36) 3




37) 1

38) 3

39) 4                 40) 2


